Genome Medicine

► In the top 15 research journals in the Genetics & Heredity category of the JCR and the second highest open access genomics journal
► Professional, responsive editors ensure fast peer review with a median of 30 days
► Reach an international genomic and clinical medicine audience
► Sister journal to Genome Biology

Uniquely positioned at the interface between omics and medicine, Genome Medicine is BMC’s flagship journal focusing on the application of genetics, genomics and multi-omics to understand, diagnose and treat disease. In the top quartile of genetics and heredity journals worldwide, we publish high quality research and expert reviews, and invite submissions from across all areas of human health and disease. The journal encompasses such topics as precision medicine, novel methods and software, disease genomics and epigenomics, systems medicine and many other related areas.

Impact Factor: 8.898 (2017), Journal Citation Reports®

Giving authors in their area of expertise the opportunity to publish open access
► High visibility thanks to unrestricted online access
► Rigorous peer-review and high-quality author services
► Creative Commons licensed – authors retain copyright
► Citation tracking and inclusion in bibliographic databases
► Easy compliance with open access mandates

Electronic access
► genomemedicine.biomedcentral.com